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in your answer you have not adressed the difference between for your information and for your reference

the former means that the reader is to be notified about the attachment now whereas the latter means

that the reader can use the please refer to give reference to key takeaways for your reference is

grammatically correct and formal when highlighting something in an email try using pay attention to for a

formal alternative that will mix up your email choices you could say as a quick note if you want to be more

informal in your emails reference definition 1 a mention of something 2 a writer or a book article etc that is

mentioned in a piece of learn more for your reference is a common email phrase used to refer someone

to some information you do not ask for immediate action or replies when using for your reference instead

it just shows that you would like someone to refer to something if it is relevant or important to them aug

13 2021   as a reference is used when you talk about the main source of information for a claim or an

idea for reference is used when you talk about a source of useful information that you might look at later

but will not be the main source of information for a claim or an idea the phrase for reference is correct

and usable in written english it is used when you want to refer the reader to specific information such as a

website or book for example for reference please see the abc website for more information exact 60 i

have attached them for reference 1 the guardian nov 28 2022 writing how to ask for a reference with 10

samples and a template here we show you how to ask for a reference by email using our handy email

samples lawrie jones writer in this guide on how to ask for a reference by email we break down the

message into manageable chunks in order to be used or looked at some time in the future i filed the

documents away for future reference you ll probably want to keep some messages for future reference at

the end the phrase for the reference of is correct and usable in written english it can be used to introduce

a source that is being referred to or something being consulted for reference for example we consulted

several volumes of ancient history for the reference of this essay on roman law exact 17 countable

uncountable a thing you say or write that mentions somebody something else the act of mentioning

somebody something reference to somebody something she made no reference to her illness but only to

her future plans the president s passing reference to brief mention of the end of the war
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word choice for your reference or for your information Apr 07 2024 in your answer you have not adressed

the difference between for your information and for your reference the former means that the reader is to

be notified about the attachment now whereas the latter means that the reader can use the

12 other ways to say for your reference wordselector Mar 06 2024 please refer to give reference to key

takeaways for your reference is grammatically correct and formal when highlighting something in an email

try using pay attention to for a formal alternative that will mix up your email choices you could say as a

quick note if you want to be more informal in your emails

reference english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 05 2024 reference definition 1 a mention of

something 2 a writer or a book article etc that is mentioned in a piece of learn more

for your reference meaning synonyms grammarhow Jan 04 2024 for your reference is a common email

phrase used to refer someone to some information you do not ask for immediate action or replies when

using for your reference instead it just shows that you would like someone to refer to something if it is

relevant or important to them

as reference or for reference which one is appropriate Dec 03 2023 aug 13 2021   as a reference is used

when you talk about the main source of information for a claim or an idea for reference is used when you

talk about a source of useful information that you might look at later but will not be the main source of

information for a claim or an idea

for reference english examples in context ludwig Nov 02 2023 the phrase for reference is correct and

usable in written english it is used when you want to refer the reader to specific information such as a

website or book for example for reference please see the abc website for more information exact 60 i

have attached them for reference 1 the guardian

reference request email 10 examples and template flowrite Oct 01 2023 nov 28 2022 writing how to ask

for a reference with 10 samples and a template here we show you how to ask for a reference by email

using our handy email samples lawrie jones writer in this guide on how to ask for a reference by email we

break down the message into manageable chunks

for future reference cambridge english dictionary Aug 31 2023 in order to be used or looked at some time

in the future i filed the documents away for future reference you ll probably want to keep some messages

for future reference at the end

for the reference of english examples in context ludwig Jul 30 2023 the phrase for the reference of is
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correct and usable in written english it can be used to introduce a source that is being referred to or

something being consulted for reference for example we consulted several volumes of ancient history for

the reference of this essay on roman law exact 17

reference noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 28 2023 countable uncountable a thing

you say or write that mentions somebody something else the act of mentioning somebody something

reference to somebody something she made no reference to her illness but only to her future plans the

president s passing reference to brief mention of the end of the war
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